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Pipes, tubes and other accessories that go into the production of various industrial products work on
the basis of connectivity, provided by threads. There are two types of threads â€“ male and female â€“ that
come into play when it comes to interconnectivity between hardware. And the most popular and the
most commonly used threads, in line with the global standards set for connecting and sealing pipes
and one that has been accepted internationally belong to a family of threads that are commonly
referred to as BSP threads. Connectivity is established when the two main types of BSP threads,
male and female, are mated, with the male variety being externally threaded and the female one,
internally threaded. There is a wide range and large variety in terms of BSP threads, with the
different applications being served using various materials that belong to the international threading
standards.

BSP Threads are used in the case of sealing of gas threaded plugs that feature double sealing ring
designs on the lower side of the flange, accounting for a positive seal. In this case, as secure fit is
established with the use of five complete threads. The seal secured with BSP threads could be
applied or removed using tools such as a screw driver or spanner. These plugs are made of nylon,
which is known to absorb paint and to keep paint flakes to a minimum. There would also be gas
threaded plugs that use BSP threads, made of High Density Polyethylene, designed for easy
assembly or for removal through use of short threads. If you would want to protect the threaded
components from external influences such as dust, moisture or other damages that they might be
subjected to during production, storage or shipment stages, you might want to go for BSP threaded
caps.

Caps with BSP threads are designed with easy grip which would help in the ease of installation and
are made with low density polyethylene as the raw materials. There are also options of Tear Tab
Caps for BSP Threads, which help in the easy removal of the caps using the tear tab functionality.
The tear tab caps are also designed to protect the gas threads from damages, while coming of use
in numerous applications. There are other options such as Snap Fit plugs as well as Quick fit plugs
meant for standard as well as BSP threads. With so many options where BSP threads come of use,
there is good reason to go for the appliances with the universally applicable threads and benefit
from standardisation.
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